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Boult’s fifer hands NZ consolation win over India in 4th ODI
HAMILTON, JAN 31 /--/ India
seemed shorn of their aura in the
absence of talismanic skipper
Virat Kohli as pacer Trent Boult's
fiery five-wicket haul guided New
Zealand to a stunning eightwicket win in the fourth one-dayer,
halting the visitors' domination
here Thursday. With run-machine
Kohli rested after the side claimed
an unbeatable 3-0 lead in the fivematch series, India's muchvaunted batting was dismissed for
its seventh lowest ODI total -- 92 in
30.5 overs here -- after Boult (5/21)
dished out a deadly opening spell.
It was also the lowest total posted
by any side on this venue, the
previous lowest of 122 also
against India's name. Boult
wreaked havoc with the new ball
and in Colin de Grandhomme's (3/
26) company utilised the swinging
conditions at the Seddon Park
perfectly.
"Never expected this to
happen. (But) games like this
happen...We've g ot ourselves to
blame for this," said India's
stand-in captain Rohit Sharma. In
the absence of Kohli and an
injured Mahendra Singh Dhoni,
the Indian batting unit found the
going tough against the Kiwi
bowling attack. India's lowest ODI
total is 54 against Sri Lanka at
Sharjah in 2000. It was also
India's second lowest total in ODIs
ag ainst New Zealand, having

somehow managed to surpass the
88 scored at Dambulla. "I don't
think we expected this much. But
the guys bowled well. It was nice
to bowl them out for 90 odd. It was
just one of those days. It was an
outstanding performance today,"
said New Zealand skipper Kane
Williamson said. Bowling his 10
overs at a stretch, Boult troubled
the Indian batsmen with both
ways movement to retur n with
impressive figures of 5 for 21,
while Grandhomme g ave him
perfect support from the other end
after New Zealand won the toss
and elected to bowl. "Nice to see
the ball moving around, made the
most of it," said Boult, who was
adjudged man of the match for his
stupendous performance.
While chasing, even though
New Zealand lost Martin Guptill
(14) and skipper Kane Williamson
(11) early to Bhuvneshwar Kumar
(2/25), the hosts completed the
formalities in 14.4 overs with eight
wickets in hand. Henry Nicholls
(30 not out) and Ross Taylor (37
not out) then completed the easy
task for the Kiwis without any
further damage. Earlier, the pitch
didn't seem unplayable but the
Indian batsmen failed to apply
themselves against the swing
bowling
of
Boult
and
Grandhomme. Only four Indian
batsnmen -- Shikhar Dhawan (13),
Hardik Pandya (16), Kuldeep

Yadav (15) and Yuzvendra Chahal
(18 not out) -- posted double digit
scores.
Dhawan's search for big runs
continued and he was the first to
depart, caught plumb in front of
the wicket by Boult in the sixth
over. Rohit, who is leading India in
the last two matches of the series
in the absence of Kohli, didn't have
a happy outing on his 200th ODI
and was caught by Boult off his
own bowling an over later.
Grandhomme then joined the
party and dismissed both Ambati
Rayudu and Dinesh Karthik for
ducks in a span of four balls in the
11th over. A lot was expected from
debutant Shubman Gill (9) but
pressure got the better of him as
he got out like Rohit, caught by
Boult off his own bowling. Reeling
at 33 for 5, India desperately
needed the experience of Kohli or
Dhoni to bail the team out but in
the duo's absence, the onus was
on Pandya and Kedar Jadhav to do
the repair job. But it was not to be
as wickets kept tumbling with
Boult ripping apart India's lineup, dismissing both Jadhav and
Pandya in quick succession.
Struggling at 55 for 8, Chahal and
Kuldeep shar ed 25 r uns for the
ninth wicket to take India close to
the 100-run mark before being
shot out in 30.5 overs. T he last
match of the series is on Sunday in
Wellington. (PTI)

New Zealand 93 for 2 (Taylor 37*, Nicholls 30*, Bhuvneshwar 2-25) beat
India 92 (Chahal 18*, Boult 5-21, de Grandhomme 3-26) by eight wickets

One of our worst batting performances,
says Rohit after loss to NZ in 4th ODI

HAMILTON, JAN 31 /--/
Outplayed in the fourth
cricket one-dayer, Indian
pace
spearhead
Bhuvneshwar Kumar on
Thursday said the eightwicket loss to New Zealand
is a "reality check" for the
team ahead of the remainder
of the series. India's muchvaunted
batting
was
dismissed for its seventh
lowest ODI total -- 92 in 30.5
overs in the fourth ODI as
New Zealand tasted success
in the five-ODI series for the
first time after already
conceding the rubber. "If you
look at the cricket we have
been playing in the last few
months, we have played good
cricket and such matches
come after some time. So it is
a kind of reality check what
we can do and improve in the
next matches," Bhuvneshwar
said. "We were confident after
winning the series but things
didn't go our way. I don't
want to take credit away from
these guys (New Zealand
bowlers). They bowled really
well and outplayed us."
After the fifth and final ODI
at Wellington on Sunday, India
will
play
three
T20
Internationals against New
Zealand starting February 6.
Seamers Trent Boult (5/21)
and Colin de Grandhomme
(3/26) exploited the swinging
conditions to perfection to
make life difficult for the
Indian batsmen. Asked if
New Zealand exposed India's
weakness on Thursday,
Bhuvneshwar said: "Not
really, we have played in
England, South Africa and
Australia, and we have done
really well. "I would say they
bowled really well, bowled
some
amazing
and
unplayable balls and yes
overall, they outplayed us."
With talismanic skipper
Virat Kohli rested after the
side claimed an unbeatable
3-0 lead and former captain
Mahendra Singh Dhoni
recovering from a hamstring
strain, India handed young
Shubman Gill his debut and
brought in left-arm pacer
Khaleel Ahmed in the
playing XI in place of
Mohammed Shami.

HAMILTON, JAN 31 / --/
Stand-in captain Rohit
Sharma Thursday described
India's batting performance
as "one of the worst in a long
time" after the visitors were
shot out for their seventh
lowest ODI total in a
shocking eight-wicket loss to
New Zealand in the fourth
one-dayer here. In the
absence of talismanic
skipper Virat Kohli, who has
been rested after the side
claimed an unbeatable 3-0
lead in the five-match series,
India's
much-vaunted
batting was dismissed for 92
in 30.5 overs here with pacer
Trent Boult (5/21) bowling a
deadly opening spell. "One
of our worst performances
with the bat for a long time.
Something we didn't expect.
You got to give credit to the
New Zealand bowlers. It was
a magnificent effort by
them," said Rohit after a
disappointing outing on his
200th ODI. It was also the
lowest total posted by any
side on this venue, the
previous lowest of 122 also
against India's name. Rohit
g ave credit to the Kiwi
bowlers for utilising the
conditions to perfection and
said Indian batters failed to
apply themselves on what
was a good Seddon Park
wicket. "Something to learn
for us. At times, you need to
absorb pressure (when
asked about how to bat in
swinging conditions). We
need to blame ourselves for
it. Things were looking good
at one stage. It was about
applying ourselves," he said
at
the
post-match
presentation ceremony. The
skipper said poor shot
selection was the cause
behind India's terrible
showing on Thursday. "Once
you get in, things will start
to look easier. We played
some bad shots as well. It's
always challenging when
the ball is swinging," Rohit
said.
"We have been
enjoying a good run in the
limited formats for a number
of series. Everyone knows
what went wrong. There will
be times when it swings and
we need to deal with it.
"Good teams usually keep
ticking the boxes and today
we didn't tick the right
boxes," he added. New

"Something to learn for us.
At times, you need to absorb
pressure (when asked about how
to bat in swinging conditions).
We need to blame ourselves for
it. Things were looking good
at one stage. It was about
applying ourselves”

Zealand captain Kane
Williamson was all praise
for his bowlers for their
splendid effort of bundling
India out under 100. "We
didn't expect the surface to
behave like this. Nice to
restrict them to a 90-odd
total. It stood up a little bit
and nipped a bit. It spun as
well. One of those days,
things went well," he said.
"Credit to the areas guys
bowled. We always wanted
early wickets, to be able to
do that was a real step at the
right direction." Terming
his bowlers' effort as
"outstanding", Williamson
said their plan always was to
dismantle India's batting
unit with swing. "It was
swinging, that was a weapon
we wanted to use because
we were able to put India
under pressure, we were
able to pick regular wickets.
"We
exploited
the

conditions really well and
chased down nicely as well.
We always play to win and
today was an outstanding
performance," he said.
Williamson said any team
will only improve by
playing against a strong side
like India. "Against a team
like India, it's going to be a
strong
challenge.
An
opportunity to play against
best team in the world is a
great
opportunity
to
improve," he said. Man-ofthe-match Boult said it was
satisfying to be able to
exploit the conditions to
perfection against a side like
India. "It was nice to see the
ball moving around, made
the most of it. Nice to chase
it down as well. It swung
around nicely; pretty
satisfying. To make most of
it is another thing. It was
good fun, nice to bowl them
out cheaply," he said. (PTI)

Trent Boult exults after picking up a wicket

I'm a different bowler when
the ball swings: Boult
HAMILTON, JAN 31 /--/
New
Zealand
pace
spearhead Trent Boult
Thursday said he is a
different
bowler
in
conditions aiding swing
bowling after destroying
India with an incisive fivewicket haul in the fourth
ODI here. Boult picked 5 for
21 in his devastating spell of
10 consecutive overs to
dismiss India for their
seventh lowest ODI total -- 92
in 30.5 overs for a eightwicket win, the hosts first
success in the five-ODI
series. "It's purely a
conditions thing ... It was
nice to see the ball move in
the air like that. I feel like I
am a different bowler
definitely when it swings. I
made the most of it today," he
said. New Zealand were
outclassed in the first three
ODIs as India sealed the
series 3-0 and Boult said it
was really frustrating. "It
was
frustrating
and
disappointing to start the
series the way we did, we
know we have the skills in
the tank and plans that are
good enough for anyone on a
day, so very satisfying," he

“ It's just one of those things.
You get a couple of wickets at
the top ... the rhythm felt good.
The ball was still swinging later
in the spell, so it was about
making the most of it ”
said. "... my job as an
opening bowler is to lead the
bowling, so I had my job to
do and the batters wanted to
make a few wrongs right, we
wanted to field with a lot
more initiative, so it was
nice to claw one back in the
series. It was a quick turn
around." In the first three
ODIs, India dished out a
power-packed
batting
display and Bout said the
visitors
missed
the
talismanic skipper Virat
Kohli. "They obviously
missed a classy player like
their captain. It is all about
putting pressure on their
top order, that's been our
game plan," he said. "It is
nice to get through them and
have a look at the middle
order, so it w as very

satisfying, we knew we had
the game plan, it was all
bout executing them."
Talking
about
the
conditions and his fiery
spell, Boult said: "It's just
one of those things. You get
a couple of wickets at the
top ... the rhythm felt good.
The ball was still swinging
later in the spell, so it was
about making the most of it.
"Once the ball is swinging
like that you try to bring as
many aspects, in terms of
the bowled, the lbw, into
play as well. "Not so much as
the catching men, they're
important to keep the
batsmen on strike. I bowled
a couple of maidens as well.
It's about not letting them off
and giving them the option
to rotate strike. (PTI)

Real Kashmir vs Churchill
Brothers match ends 1-1 draw
VASCO (GOA), JAN 31 /--/ Real
Kashmir FC played out a 1-1 draw with
Churchill Brothers of Goa in their
15th round I-League match to remain
in contention for the title here on
Thur sday. Farhan Ganie g ave Real
Kashmir the lead in the 55th minute
but the league's top-scorer Willis Plaza
-- with 16 strikes so far -- equalised for
Churchill in the 70th minute as the
two sides grabbed a point apiece from
the match. T he dr aw, however,

extended Real Kashmir's unbeaten run
to 11 matches. The first leg match had
also ended in a draw (0-0) in Srinagar in
November last year. With T hursday's
draw, both Real Kashmir and Churchill
Brothers are on joint second in the ILeague table with 29 points from 15
matches. Chennai City FC, whom Real
Kashmir had beaten twice this season,
are leading the table with 30 points from
14 matches. A total of 20 matches will be
played by each team. (PTI)

India in no
danger of
losing World
Cup 2023
rights:ICC
New Delhi, Jan 31 /--/
India are not in danger of
losing the hosting rights
of the 2021 Champions
T rophy and 2023 Wo rld
Cup despite tax exemption
issues, the International
Cricket Council (ICC) CEO
David Richardson declared
T hursday,
ending
speculation that has
swirled around the two
events.
The Indian
g overnment refused to
give tax exemptions to the
ICC when the country
hosted the 2016 World T20
following which the
g ame's gover ning body
asked the BCCI to either
pay USD 23 million (Rs 161
crore) as compensation or
lose the 2023 World Cup
rights. "Getting tax
exemptions
is
very
important for world
cricket because every cent
that is made by the ICC
revenue wise is put back
into the game. This helps
countries like the West
Indies who don't generate
as much revenue," said
Richardson at an event to
announce a five-year
partnership with CocoCola. "But having said that
there are no plans of
taking away the hosting
(from India) and I'm sure
we will get it (exemption)
in the end, we've still got
a lot of time," he added.
The schedule for the 2020
T20 Wo rld Cup was
announced earlier this
week and India and
Pakistan won't meet in the
group stages for the first
time since 2011. (PTI)

India bank on Prajnesh, CSC grass courts to upset Italy in Davis Cup
KOLKATA, JAN 31 /--/ India would
rely heavily on in-form Prajnesh
Gunneswaran and favourable home
conditions to upset former champions
Italy in their bid to qualify for the
inaugural Davis Cup Group Finals
when the two teams clash in the
Qualifiers starting here from Friday.
At the official draw on the eve of their
matches, Italy pulled a surprise on
India when they left out their topranked Marco Cecchinato out of the
singles draw, naming veteran Andreas
Seppi and Matteo Berrettini, who will
make Davis Cup debut at 22 years.
Ramkumar Ramanathan will take on
world number 37 Seppi, while
Berrettini is seen to lend the X-factor
to the side as he will face India

number one Prajnesh in the opening
day's rubbers. Cecchinato has been
named in the doubles and he would
par tner the 2015 Australian Open
doubles winner Simone Bolelli
against India's formidable duo of
Rohan Bopanna and Divij Sharan.
The rejigged Davis Cup enters a new
era with 12 qualifiers across the globe
on the road to Madrid Finals in
November.
Against a team which leads 4-1 on
head-to-head record, India have
returned to their favourite Calcutta
South Club (CSC) grass courts after 16
years. The venue boasts of an
impressive 8-2 win-loss record for
India, including the solitary victory
over Italy in the 1985's World Group

1st Round. "It's grass, not clay! Maybe
next time, we will play on clay against
India. We have nothing to complain,"
said 1976 Davis Cup winner Corrado
Barazzutti, the non-playing captain of
Italy. Another boost for India is the
shortened format. The popular 'homeaway' format has been retained for the
qualifiers and the ties now will be
held in two days with two singles on
Friday and a doubles plus two return
singles on Saturday. Matches will now
be played over best-of-three sets in
place of gruelling best of five, adding
to the unpredictability factor and
Italy, despite having three of their
five players inside top-50, cannot
breathe easy. (PTI)
(Photo : Arijit Ganguly)
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Loss in fourth
ODI is a reality
check for us:
Bhuvneshwar

